OLD TIME ROCK & ROLL  Level: Beginners

RECORD: CAPITOL RECORDS B-5276  Bob Seger
CHOREO: Marty Maddox, County Line Cloggers, Jacksonville, Fl.  
(Workshopped by Marge Callahan, Sugar Foot Family Cloggers,  
St. Augustine, Fl.)

INTRO: Wait until after piano cords and then 4 beats:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -I- * * * * * * *

HEEL           BEATS TIMES           STEP

PART A

16  (2)     DTS  DTS  DTS  L       (Moving forward)
          R    L    R  Hop(and clap)

R  DTS  DTS  DTSRS
          (Moving back)

8   (2)     DTS  ROCK  STEP  ROCK  STEP  ROCK  STEP  (Move Lt.-Rt.)
          L    R    L

8   (4)     DTS  BRUSH(xif)  SLIDE  (Alternate footwork)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PART B

8  (1)     DTSRS  DTSRS  DTSRS  R   (In place)
          L

16  (4)     DTS  TF  SL  TA  SL  TF  SL  (Touch series)
          L    R

8  (4)     DTSRS  DTSRS  DTSRS  DTSRS  (Turn 3/4 LEFT)
          L    R

START OVER FROM THE BEGINNING. LAST TIME THRU JUST DO TWO DTSRS's AND 
TURN 3/4 LEFT TO END FACING FRONT.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ABBREVIATIONS: DTSRS=Double toe step rock step. DTS=Double toe step. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

DANCE and ENJOY

Hey Righty, 
You wanna do 
The Touches or 
The Slides? 

Neither, I'm 
Gonna rest.

Lefty and Righty